
ARTWORK PROOFING AN AUTHORITY TO PROCEED

Please proof all supplied artwork from BEVIN Creative Pty Ltd.

As a creative agency we pride ourselves on delivering high quality services and products (we aim for perfection). 

In order to achieve this outcome for every project, we have created a quick checklist when proofing artwork (either digital or 
physical proofs).

Please ensure, if you are acting on the clients authority, you have viewed the file(s) and are satisfied with the:

  Details: Phone number, physical address, email address, etc

  Copy content: correct spelling and grammar, correct numbering, statistics and prices, correct text    

highlighting (ie italic text, quotations, etc).

  Visual content: correct images, correct colouring of images, correct location of images, etc

  Page allocation and/or order

  Alignment issues

  Correct colour choices for font, graphics and images.

  Titles

  Font types: correct choice of type faces and sizes

  Document size

  Branding: correct use of any branding elements and/or logos

  Any other graphic element

Please select and communicate the following choice of action to proceed:

A. The file(s) is/are approved to be released as viewed with no 
alterations. The enclosed artwork is ready to go into production.

B. The file(s) requires further changes prior to release or approval of 
artwork. Please proceed with alterations supplied.

Your email reply and selection is considered an electronic signature 
and release date and time.

You may be viewing a PDF file and these are designed to be a screen versions of the final output. Note the screen size and 
colouring may vary from final output.

If we are providing production solutions, BEVIN Creative Pty Ltd requires the client’s approval and action selection before the 
production can be implemented. Whilst accuracy and expediency is our aim, print production is implemented on the client release 
of the enclosed file. Please note BEVIN Creative Pty Ltd cannot take responsibility for errors that have been audited and approved 
in the enclosed attachments. 

Note: BEVIN Creative does not take any responsibility for the reproduction of artwork (digital or physical) 
for any element listed (or implied) in this Authority to Proceed document. All copy content and image pixel 
resolution are solely the responsibility of the client.
















